
First episode :  LOVED the story.  It had some rather fantastic lines in it that had us all 
seriously LOL'ing.  We all loved the new companion, though I admit to being a bit 
disappointed that she wasn't really a policewoman.  As to Eleven...  from this episode, 
"he didn't suck" was the best expression by my awesome friend MiniPurlz that fit, I think. 
A bit of debates on the interwebz about the date shown on Rory's employee badge, as 
folks try to sort out exactly WHEN the Doctor has picked Amy the adult up & brought her 
on board the TARDIS.

Some of the lines we LOL'd the most over:
“Early days.  Steering's a bit off.”
“You're Scottish, fry something!”
“Blimey!  Ge-get a girlfriend, Jeff!”

Best of all?  LOVE the steampunk feel of the new TARDIS.  It's fantastic.

Second episode :  Thought the story was going to be brilliant in the beginning.  Vastly 
disappointed by the end.  It is a cobbled together story, taking bits from Star Wars, 
Discworld, The Planet of the Ood, and The Planet of the Dead.  Nice to have the 
continuity references, but wow, what a disappointment.  Plot holes and just a feeling of 
"oh puh-lease" moments abound.  There were a few lines that were very funny, yes.   My 
thoughts regarding this episode...

First off, Amy doesn’t know the Doctor well enough yet to deduce she had to get him off 
the ship before being forced to make a choice between humans & the star whale - she’s 
spent maybe a total of an hour or two with him! She’s still in her freaking nightie, for 
crying out loud!  Is a 20-something year old kiss-o-gram from a tiny village in England on 
her very first off Earth experience is going to figure out the truth while a 900-something 
year old Time Lord with a lifetime of traveling in space & time doesn’t?  HA!   Next, would 
a star whale really eat humans?  Seriously?  What, it's going to find them floating about 
amongst the stars?  Right.  Seems to me like a star whale would live off things like radio 
waves or electromagnetic energy instead.  Also - dear BOB in heaven, please don’t make 
me wait this entire series for an episode where he does NOT say ‘Geronimo’!!  Really, 
just don’t do it.  Because I hate that catchphrase even more than that damn bow tie & 
too short pants.  I didn't have any warm & fuzzy feelings towards Eleven after this 
episode at all, sad to say.


